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Tech Use Guide
Using Computer Technology

Augmentative and Alternative Communication
Augmentative and alternative communication (MC)

refers to any approach designed to support, enhance. or
augment the communication of Individuaks who are not
independent communicators In all situations
(Beukelman. Yoder & Dowden. 1985). Communication
augmentation Is appropriate for those who experience
difficulty with the spoken and/or written forms of
expressive communication. II Is important to note that an
individual's conununication system should not be a single
devke or technique. but rather a collection of techniques.
devices, and strategks that can be employed as the
communicative situation warrants. Components of thts
collection include gestures. facial expresston. writing.
residual speech. signal systems. non-electronic
communication systems of various sizes and complexity.
and electronic MC technology.

Benefiting fkom AAC Approaches
MC approaches benefit individuals with severe

diffkulties in speaking and/or writing. For those whose
oral-motor dysfunction is so severe that speech is not
intelligtbk. MC approaches provide an alternate method
of expression. Individuals with limited arm and hand
movemen ts can take advantage of alternate access to print
capabilities. MC approaches with spoken output can
assist individuals with low vision. and AAC systems with
visual display and print capabIllths can assist individuals
with hearing Impairments. MC approaches may also be
beneficial for Individuals with congitive impairments. not
only as a means of expressive communkation but also as
a language learning tool.

"Low Tech" Approaches
There are many MC apjuvaches that do not involve

sophisticated technology. These approaches may be
implemented in Isolation, but they more often serve as
components in a comprehensive MC Intervention.

Signal System. These systems permit an individual
to call for help. altractatten lion. and answer simple yes/no
questions. Such systems usually consist of a switch and

171 a signal of some type. The switch is placed in proximity to
a body part that the user can move easily and reliably. The
signal coukl be a buzzer or chime, or it could be a tape-loop
saying "Come here" or I need help." Some individuals
may be able to use the signal for simple coded messages

C.) (for example, one buzz means yes. two buzzes means no.
three buzzes means I don't know) or for Morse code.

Communicatice Boards. This term refers to any
display containing vocabulary choices from which the
user selects a message. Low tech communication boards
are those without electronic components. They can he
made using a variety of materials, including wood.
plexiglass, posterboard, notebooks, and paper.
Communication board displays may contain objects.
letters and numbers, words, phrases. photographs, or
graphic representations. Brandenburg and Vanderheiden
( I 988) summarized the many factors that must be
considered in the design of a communication board. These
Maude:

The physical technique the individual will use to select
message components from the display.

The types of symbols to be used on the display.

The vocabulary items to be Included.

The arrangement of vocabulary on the tiLsplay.

The interaction strategies that the augmented com-
municator will use.

The attitudes and communication styles of the aug-
mented communicator and potential communication
partners.
An Individual might have a single board that contains

letters and numbers and enough words and frequently
occurring phrases to meet most of his communication
needs. A student might use different mtni-boards for
different academic subjects or for different settings
(playground, mall, Sunday school). Communication
boards also serve as a back-up system should the user's
electronic system fail.

"High Tech" Approaches
The Incorporation of microprocessor technology into

MC systems has made a number ol valuable features
possibk.

Large Vocabulary. Many MC systems offer
vocabulary capacities in excess of 2,000 entries. The
challenge for the user is the management of such large
vocabularies, because most systems have static displays
containInga finite (and relatively small) number of items.
Systems such as Say-It-All II Plus, scanWRFIER. and
VOL S WO store vocabulary at a number of levels, requiring
the user to activate the appropriate level as well as the
correct location on the display in order to make a message
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selection. Users often consult ; glossary that lists
available vocabulary Wong with the activations that are
required to acmes each item.

Several approaches have been &signed to minimize
the memory demands on the user. All of the devices
mentkmed thus far can accommodate multiple overlays.
one corresponding to eaeh memory leveL A new device.
The Talking Screen. offers a dynamic displaythe
display itself changes. permitting each level to be
displayed without any manual changing of overlays. The
Touchtalker with Mlnspeak uses muftemeaning icons to
facilitate access to vocabuhtry items not visible on the
display. The user codes his vocabulary selections with
meaningful sequences of pictures. and thus doesn't need
to remember a large number of letter or number codes,

Output Displays. Many devices contain LED or LCD
areas far display of messages. As the user makes a
selection, the words appear in the display. This permits
the user to revkw the message. and serves as a medium
for the communication exchange between partners. Many
systems also 'iterate hard copy (print on paper), a useful
feature when a permanent record of communication is
desired.

Speech Output. One of the most significant advances
in MC has been the availability of spoken output. Speech
output raiders technolow remessible to those who cannot
read and those with visual impairments. It also makes
communication possible In the traditional auditory
modality. Some devices, like the Mint Talking Card
Reader. record short segments of a speaker's voice onto
magnetic tape. Devices like the Woy and Touchtalker
produce synthesized speech. which is created by
subjecting text to a set of pronunciation rules.

The appeal of synthesized speech is its flexibility. Any
utterance that can be entered as a text striae can be
produced. resulting in the potential for unlimited
vocal:Wary. The sophistication of speech synthesizers
varies, as does the quality of the speech they produce.
Generany. research has demonstrated that Echo. Votrax.
and Snwothtalker speech are sivificantly less intelegible
than DECtalk speech (herenda & Beukelmaa, 1987).

An alternative to synthesized speech is digitized
speech. In thks approach. the speech is digitally recorded.
modified for storage in the system. and then re-
constructed as spoken output Although this process
yields much more natural-sounding speech. it is very
memorrintensive. It is also leas flexible than synthesized
speech because only prerecorded output can be used.
Among the AAC systems offering digitized speech
impabilines are the Intmtalker. ALLTALK. and Parrot.

lima Modes. Advances in input technology factlitate
access to MC systems for Mdividuals with the most severe
motork limitations: almost any physical movement now
can be harnessed to control communication systems. For
example, the IA-Switch can be activated by almost any
muscle movement and can be used to control scanning
communication systems. Voicescrthe-i000, a voice input

system with a potential 1.000-word vocabulary can be
used by individuals with consistent vocal output who need
to access written comnumication options. Freewheel Is
a cordless devke that allows head-pointing and other
body motions to be used to access standard software on
a personal computer.

Rate Enhancement Techniques. Several MC
system incorporate features that improve the efficiency
of communication for the user. Prediction routines, such
as those found in the Portable Anticipatory
Communication Aid (PACA) msd Equalizer, learn the
word user frequencies of the user. When the user begins
entering a word, the system responds with the most
frequently used words beginningwith that letter sequence.
Abbreviation routines, as found in the RectWolce. allow
the user to access items in memory using abbreviations.
For instance, the system might be programmed to produce
"See you later" with the single keystrokes "C-U."

Customisability. Each individual has unique
communration needs, and it is important to be able to
customize a system to meet those needs. Many systems
come with a standard vocabulary, but allow the user or
caregiver to program in additional vocabulary as needed.
Stmilarly, most systems offer the comumer the option of
customizing overlays to make them appropriate to the
user's cognitive and linguistic abilities.

Assessment and Intervention
Every user presents a unique constellation of needs

and abilities, and the ran, of availabk MC systems
expands yearly. The process of matching user needs to
appropriate interventions should involve thorough
evaluatum and careful conskieration of options.

Potential consumers of MC interventions may
demonstrate deficiencies in motor abilities. cognieve
abilities, language shills. sorial/emononal devekTment,
and performance of activities of daily living. All of these
areas should be evaluated. because MC intervention will
be affected by them and will tn turn exert same influence
on them. The need for such a comprehensive approach
requires that input be derived from a multitude of sou rem.
A team approach is essential, with expertise being shared
among parents, potential MC consumers, teachers.
aides. speech/language pathologists, occupational
therapists. physical therapists. medical personnel.
ophthamologlsts. audiologists, educational
diagnosticians. psychologists, social workers.
rehabilitation engineers, and others with pertinent input.
Several protocols have been developed to gukle the
assessment process (see Beukelman. Yorkston &
Dowden. 1985 and Blackstone. Cassati-James &
Brusktn. 1988).

It should be emphasized that MC assessment and
intervention are not discrete events, but rather
components of the process of assisting an individual to
reach his or her highest potential. Contrary to popular
belief, the process is not completed when a consumer
acquires an MC system. Understanding of MC has
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ntatured in the past decade, and most people now realize
that successful communication abilities do not enter,
automatically as a function of device acquisition.
Communication skills must be taught, with the goal being
the achkvement of communicative *impotence. Light
11999) defines a competent communicator as cme whose
communication Is functional. AKICQUate, and skilled is
regard to the linguistic, operational. social. and strategic
aspects of communicatkm. A competent communkator is
one whose communication can meet the demands of daily
life. The communication does not have to be perfect.
because no one is a perfect communicator. Rather, the
user should demonstrate an adequate grasp of vocabulary
and grammar. adequate operation of the AAC sestems.
appropriate interactkm skills, and the ability to employ
compensatory strategies to enhance communicative
effectiveness.

Attention shoukt be directed toward all of these abilities
during training. Furthermore, training should be provided
not only for the augmented communicator, but (br the
conuuunication partners as well. Caregiver training could
almost be considered a prerequisite for success. Without
interested, encouraging. skilltid partners, many of the
augmented communicator's opportunities for learning
and pracece would be lost. Olven the importance of early
successes to later motivation and efibrt, it la essential that
training be directed at both sides of the communication
dyad-

Crucial Intervention Issues
Training interactkm Strategies. So often people with

severe expressive communicatbn problems learn to
assume a passive role in communication Interactions.
They get bts of practke responding. but little experkince

Thus. MC intervention must include explicit
instruction in interaction behaviors and strategies. MC
consumers must learn that there is no single correct way
to interact with all communication partners: The
interaction strategies employed should be selected on the
basis of the communication task, the setting, and the skins
and attItudes of the partner. Consumers must learn how
to get attention, introduce topics, negotiate meaning.
interrupt, convey emotion, take turns, and resolve
communication breakdowns. They need to learn to work
with their communication partners to maximize the
successful transfer of information. Kraat 11987) provides
an excellent overview of this topic.

Prmeting Language and Literacy Skills. The lack
of languaw and literacy skills limits an individuars AAC
options. Systems based on spelling, or those requiring
knowledge of morphological and syntactic conventions.
are inaccessible to individuals without suffletent language
and literacy skills. Difikulties with these skills often hold
students back from academic achievement and prevent
adults from performing adequately at the job site. This
topic has just recently begun to be addressed in the
literature. Blau (1986) suggsted a four-phase approach
to developtng literacy tn young children that emphasizes
a positive reading experience, development of a sight word

vocabulary1 an introduction to phonics, and the
development of sentence comprehension. Very young
children who have bad access to a symbol-based
communlcation system may have an inherent
understanding of symbolic representation. lessening the
difficulty of the translibn to the written word.

Children who are nonspeaking do not have the
opportunity to practice sound/letter correspondences
orally, so interventionists must emphasize these
relationships in other ways. Access than MC system may
provide an individual with his first opportunities to
experiment with mind combinations (if the system has
yoke output) and language manipulation. Cohen 119881
suggests ways in which word processing software
developed for the regular education market can factittate
the development 41 literacy skills.

Vocabulary Selection. An MC consumer's
communicative effectiveness and efficiency can be
enhanced tithe system provides access to the appropriate
vocabulary. There are many techniques that one can use
in making vocabulary determinations. In all cases. It is
crucial to approach this task in terms of what the
consumer wants and needs. Yorkston and her colleagues
(1989) described several methods to employ when
selecting vocabulary:

Eaumamitsaaunyeauxua - This approach to
vocabukuy selection involves a survey of each of the
environments in which the MC consumer interacts to
determine the people and objects present and the
activities that are likely to occur. From these observations.
lists of potentiai vocabulary items can be generated.

gammunicatImullaeles - MC system vocabulary
should be updated frequently to reflect changes in the
user's lifestyle and communicative interactions. To
facilitate this updatIng. the consumer can compile a
history of communicatkos either by printing and saving
all output tif the system has this capability) or by having
someone record the communicatbns for a period of time.
Analysis of this record will reveal those items used
frequently that are not available in the vocabulary.

Vocabulary list review, - Another excellent technique is
the review of vocabulaiy lists. It is difficult to generate
vocabulary items spontaneously. but much easier to
recognize appropriate words on a list. A review of
standard lists is also helpful in identifying the structural
words essential br grammatically correct utterances.
Often these words are overlooked because the focus Is on
listing words that will expand the content of a users
communication.

Blau (1986) offers tame guidelines for evaluating the
utility of selected vocabulary. Among her criteria are:

Can the item be used to code a variety of communi-
cative functions?

What is the potential for recombination of the item?

How frequently is the item used, and in what settings?
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How much information is conveyed by the item?

How high In reinforcement value is the Item for the
consumer?

Does the Item have potential for peer interaction and
play?

How much interest does the item hold for the eon-
sumer?
In determination of vocabulary, as in all aspects of

assessment and Interventhm, the consumer amid be
involved in the moons to the greatest extent possible.

Resources Organizations
American Speech-Langstege-Reering Association,
10801 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852, 301/897-
5700.

Applied Science and Engineering Lehi:wistarias, Univer-
sity of Delaware/A. I. duPont Institute. 1600 Rockland
Road. Wilmtngton. DE 19899. 302/651-6830.

RESNA. 1101 Connecticut Avenue NW. Suite 700, Wash-
ington. DC 20036. 2024857-1199.

Trees Research and Development Center. 6-151 Wats-
man Center, Universityof Wtsconsin-Madison, 1500 }ugh-
land Avenue. Madison, WI 53705. 608/262-6966.

United States Society Sir Augmentative and Alterna-
tive Communication, Judy Montgomery, President.
Fountain Valley School District. 17210 Oak Street.
Fountain Valley, CA 92708. 714/857.1478.

Resources - Journals/Newsletters
Augmentative and Alternative Communication 'jour-
nal), Williams & Wilkins. Publisher, 428 E. Preston Street.
Baltimore. MD 21202-3933.

Augmentative Communication News Inewslettert, Sun-
set Enterprises. One Surf Way. Suite 215, Monterey. CA
93940. 408/649-3050.

Commwilcation Outlook !newsletter), Artificial Language
Laboratory. Michigan State University. 405 Computer
Center. East Lansing, MI 48824-1042. 517/353-0670.

Closing the Gap Inewspaperl. Rt. 2. Box 39, Henderson.
MN 56044. 612448-3294.

Availability Information
Trace Resourcebook Assistive Techrwlog tesfor Commu-
nication. Control, & Computer Access. Available from the
Trace Center. address above.

Wallchart on Commercially-Availablc Communication
Abdo. Available from Applied Science and Engineering
Laboratories. address above.

Assistive Technology Sourcebook. Available from
RESNA. address above.

=11~0=1,

ABLED4TA1pmduct databasel. Available from Adaptive
Equipment Center, Newington Chikiren's Hospital. 181
East Cedar Street. Newington, CT 06222, 800/344-5405.

Products Mentioned in Text
ALLTAI.K. PreeWheet RealVoice, Adaptive Commuoica.
non Systems, Inc.. 334 Hookstown Grade Road. Clinton.
PA 15026. 412i264-2288.

Mini Talking Card Reader. Crestwood Company. P.O.
Box 04606, Milwaukee, WI 53204. 4141461-9876.

Voicescribe-1000. Drepan Systems. Inc.. 55 Chapel
Street. Newton, MA 02158. 617/965-5200.

Say-It-All II Plus, Innocomp. 33195 Wagon Wheel. Solon.
OH 441 act 216/248-6206.

VMS 160, Phonic Ear Inc.. 250 Camino Alto. Mill Valley,
CA 94941. 415/393-4000-

Introtalker. Touchtalker, P-Switch. Prentke Romich
Company. 1022 Heyl Road. Wooster. OH 44691,
21612624 984.

Equalizer. Talking Screen. Words +. loc.. P.O. Box 1229,
Lancaster, CA 93535, 6050949-8331.

Parrot. scanWRITER. PACA. Zygo Industries. Inc., P.O.
Boa 10013, Portland. OR 97207. 503/684-6006.

Readings
Beukelman. D. R. & Yorkston. K. M. (1989) Augmentativc

and alternative communication application for
persons with severe acquired communication
disorders: An Introduction. Augmentative and
Alternative Conununication. S. 3-13.

Beukelman. D. L. Yorksion. K. M., & Dowden. P. A-
11985). Communication augmentation: A casebook
of clinical management. San Diego: College-Hill
Press.

Blackstone. S. W. (Ed.). (1986). Augmentative.
communteaton: An introduction. Rockville. MD:
American Speech-Language-1 7earing Association.

Blackstone, S. W.. Casson-James. E. L. & Bruskin. D. NI;
(Eds.). (1988). Augmentative communication:
Implementation strategies. Rockville, MD: American
Speech-Languar-Hearing Assoclatkm.

Blau, A. F. (1986). Vocabulary selection in augmentative
communication: Where do we begin? In H. Winitz
(FA). rreating language dtsorders: For clinicians
by clinicians (pp. 205-234). Beamore: University
Park Prom

Blau. A. F. (1988). Fostering literacy development. In
&W. Blackstone. E. 1.. Cassatt-James. & D. M.
Bruskin (Eds.). Augmentative communicaLart:
Implementation strategies (pp. 5.6/1- 9). Rockville.
MD: American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association.
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Brandenburg. S., & Vanderhelden. 0. C. 119881.
Communication board design and vocabulary
selectkm. The vocally Impaired: Clinical practice
and research (pp. 84-133). New York: Orune and
Stratton.

Cohen. C. 0. (1988). Developing writing skills in the
classroom through the use of word processing. In
S. W. Blackstone, E. L. Cassatt4ames. & D. M.
Bruskin (Eds.). Augmentative communication:
Implementation strategies (pp. 5.8/18-21).
Rockville. MD: American Speech-Languafp-Hearing
Associatkrn.

Kraat. A. W. (1987). Communication interaction
between aid users and natural speakers: An IPCAS
study report. Madison. WI: Trace Research and
Development Center.

Light. J. (1989). Toward a definition of coinmunicative
competence for individuals using augmentathe and
alternative communication systems. Augmentative
and Alternative Conununication. 5. 137-144.

Mirenda. P., & Beukelman. D. R. (1987). A compartson
of speech synthesis intelligibility with listeners from
three age groups. Augmentative and Alternative
Communication, 3. 120.128.

Mirenda. P.. & Mathy-Laikko. P. (1989). Augmentative
and alternative communication applications for
persons with severe congenital communication
disorders: An Introduction. Augmentative and
Alternative Communication. 5. 3-13.

Yorkston. K. M.. Honsinger. M. J.. Dowden. P. A. &
Marriner. N. (1989. I Vocabulary selection: A Calie
report. Augmentative and Alternative
Communication. 5. 101-108.
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This material War developed by the Center for Special
Education Technology under Contract No. 300-87.0115
with the Ofik:e of Special Education Programs, U.S. De-
partment of Education. The content. however, does not
necessarily reflect the poidtkm or policy of OSEP/ED and
no official endorsement of the material should be inferred.

This guide was prepared by Seth Mineo. Dr. Minty Is
empbyed as a certified wech/language pathologist
ant/ an associate scientist at the Applied Science and
Engineering Laboratories. University of Delaware/A. I.
duPont Institute. She is also an assistant professor in
Educational Studies. University qf Delaware. Stw
brings many years qf clinical experiense ranging from
her work In preschool. public sclwol. a rehabilitation
hospital. !CRAM facilities, and private practice. She
has been involved in the development and evaluation qi
a variety qf ass:alive techtwlogy devices.
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